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NAME:

BLOCK:
- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION(S) WHY DID THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION BEGIN IN GREAT BRITAIN?

LESSON OBJECTIVE(S)
1.) EXPLAIN the primary factors behind Great Britain’s industrial revolution
2.) CREATE a counter-claim in regards to why Great Britain industrialized in ‘the West’ and the world
PART I: WARM UP & DEBRIEF
DIRECTIONS: Record notes on the debrief in the space provided below.
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JOHN GREEN: WHY BRITAIN?
DIRECTIONS: Watch the following video from Crash Course on the Industrial Revolution. Respond to the
questions that follow as you watch. A transcript of the video is located on the last pages of this handout.
LINK:
http://watchdocumentary.org/watch/crash-course-world-history-episode-32-coal-steam-and-the-industrialrevolution-video_3713ebb75.html
1.) Before the IR, what percentage of the world was still engaged in farming?
2.) His definition of the IR: It was in an increase in

brought about by the use of

and characterized by the use of new

.

3.) What are some Eurocentric (ie “focusing on European culture or history to the exclusion of a wider view of the world”)
reasons why the IR might have happened first in Europe?
a)
b)
c)
d)

4.) What are some things about China (they come fast, so don’t worry about getting them all) that make it
difficult to make the European cultural superiority argument?

5.) What were two huge advantages that Europeans—specifically the British—did have?
a)
b)

6.) What is so important about the combination of high wages and cheap fuel costs?
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BBC: WHY BRITAIN?
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the following questions as you watch the documentary on Britain’s Industrial
Revolution. Whatever you do not finish will be homework. A link to the video is featured below and the video
will also be posted to the website.
PLEASE NOTE that not all historians would agree with the facts as they are presented here. Your goal is to try to understand
these arguments about why the British industrialized first but also to realize that they are not the only arguments.
1) What are the two fascinating questions that he wants to ask in the video?

2) What is the key—found on the “windswept shores”—that helps to explain the revolutionary period?

3) Before then, what had been the main source of energy in Britain?

4) What was the problem with how deep the mines were? So what was it necessary to do as a result?

5) What else accounts for Britain’s great transformation other than access to coal?

6) What was running in parallel with this extraordinary increase in the understanding of the world?

7) Why did Watt want to make a more efficient steam engine?

8) What kind of growth did Birmingham experience in the hundred years after 1700?
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9) And what was—according to this video—all this growth the result of?

10) Why—according to this documentary—did France (namely the Perrier brothers) fail at improving upon
Watt’s steam engine?

11) What was the idea—illustrated by increasing numbers of pies—that developed in Britain in the late 18th
Century?

12) How did the British government see their role?

13) How was British naval power helpful to the British trading empire?

14) What place could generate the wealth needed for the huge capital investment required for the Industrial
Revolution?

15) How would you describe the slave quarters in Great Britain’s conquered land of Antiga (treasury)?
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PETER STEARNS:
WHY BRITAIN?
From “The Industrial Revolution in World History,” by Peter Stearns.
English landlords found success in taking the land away from
smallholding farmers through the government’s series of Enclosure
Acts. The Enclosure Acts required farmers to physically to enclose
their fields by planting hedges around the perimeter of their fields. The expense of enclosing one’s land was beyond many
farmers and led many farmers to sell out to landlords. Out of work and money, the enclosure acts created a work force eager
for new options and looking to the growing industries in the cities of England for employment.
British artisans were also unusual. Most urban artisans in Western Europe belonged to guilds that restricted many
artisans from trying out new and innovative methods of production in the name of protecting working conditions. While at
one point England had bragged about their guild system and its supposed protection of skilled artisans, England’s practice
of the system had virtually disappeared by the 18th century, while other European countries continued it. The result of the
absence of the guild system was twofold: employers had unusual freedom to bring new workers into the work force, as well
as new liberties and freedoms to experiment with new methods of production, perhaps the most important single source in
England’s leadership of innovation, crucial to the agricultural & transportation revolutions fueling their industrialization.
Britain’s extensive global experience in international trade provided the capital that was required of producing the
supplies for vital materials such as cotton, in turn, leading the English government to become more and more favorable to
internal production and commerce than its counterparts in the European continent. The competition stemming from
England’s global experience in trading with other textile producing powerhouses like India pushed the government to take
more of an active role in producing the capital necessary to being successful in their competition. For example, some English
landlords directly participated in banning the importation of cotton cloth from India.
In addition, the English government did not attempt to regulate manufacturing. Other European governments
though often eager to promote economic growth tended to control manufacturing with regulations about product quality
techniques and some working conditions. The English government took on a non-interventionist stance towards
production, and later adopted a more official commercial policy of “laissez-faire,” wherein the government restrains itself
from controlling the conventions of trade.
Simple luck in terms of natural resources also aided Britain. The excessive abundance of coal made for a cheap
price for business owners to advertise their coal. The island nation had not only coastal waterways but good navigable rivers,
which further facilitated the transport of coal and iron: the two most vital natural resources to England’s industrialization.
Finally, England apparently proved an optimal setting for producing entrepreneurs, or individuals inclined to take
risks in business. New ideas about science and material progress spread more rapidly in England than any other European
country. England’s relatively small government meant little opportunity for attaining bureaucratic jobs in the government,
pushing members of society to look elsewhere for employment. Combined with the Protestant eagerness to demonstrate
“God’s favor of disciplined work, frugality, and economic drive,” many Protestant Englishmen were driven to get ahead
through either the entrepreneurial initiative or physical support in the factories of the entrepreneur.

1.) What are the primary factors in England’s rise to industrialization and why is the industrialization of
England specifically an English phenomenon?
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ROBERT STRAYER: BRITAIN?
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HOMEWORK (TO BE COMPLETED ON
GOOGLECLASSROOM, NOT HARDCOPY!!)
DIRECTIONS: Read Peter Stearns & Robert Strayer’s excerpts on
‘Why Britain?’ and complete the chart below ON Googleclassroom
in the assignment entitled: U3L4: Why did the Industrial
Revolution begin in Great Britain?
JOHN GREEN: “COAL,
STEAM, & THE
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION”

PETER STEARNS’:
“THE INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION IN
WORLD HISTORY

ROBERT STRAYER:
WHY BRITAIN?

BBC: “WHY THE
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
HAPPENED HERE”
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